5 Fixed

The Reference For Fixed Frames
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Classic Style

Our 5 Series Fixed frames, which start life as a 3.5” aluminum extrusion, are built entirely by hand, including the hand wrapped fine velvet material.

Curve

With our curved frame option, you can have an even greater sense of immersion when watching 2.35:1 movies. The slight curvature of the screen gives the impression of the image wrapping around you, involving you in the action to an even greater degree.

Size

Max: 248” (6299mm) in 16:9
Max: 310” (7874mm) in 2.35:1

Aspect Ratios

16:9 | 16:10 | 2:35:1

Installation | Adjustment

Ships unassembled – some assembly is required.

Frame

- 3.5” aluminum extrusion hand wrapped in velvet
- Available in curved configuration

Materials

- Slate 1.2
- Slate .8
- Slate AT 1.2
- Slate AT .8
- Pure White 1.3
- Pure Gray .85
- Pure White AT 1.3
- Pure Gray AT .85
- Maestro
- Unity 1.0
- 360 Rear–Pro